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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this talk, I will present some deep Inelastic electron scatter

ing experiments done recently at Saclay with the purpose of studying high 

momentum components in the nucleus, many body effects as correlations, ex

change currents, and the electron-nucleon interaction inside the nuclear 

medium. For that purpose we have performed (e,e') and (ee'p) experiments. 

When we detect only the scattered electron, we get some average properties 

less sensitive to final state interaction ; in ee'p measurements we are more 

specific. 

These experiments are interpreted in the framework, of the first 

order Born approximation, i.e. exchange of a single photon with the nucleus 

(except the radiative processes which involve many soft photons). 
1 2) 

The coincidence cross section can be written ' : 

-*'*- -ro- (i) 
dE» dQ , dT , dû , Y 

• P' P' 

where a is the virtual photon absorption cross section, 

is the flux of virtual photon produced by the scattering of one electron at 

the angle Ô, E and £' the energies of the incident and scattered electron, q 

the momentum transfer, q 2 • w 2 - q 2 the square of the quadrimomentum trans

fer, (q - |q|) 
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the polarization parameter ; 
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a » o T + £ ffL + e coi 2a d n + [e(e + l)j 1 / 2 cos a o ^ (2) 
a is the transverse cross section (the only term which contributes for real 
photons), a. the longitudinal cross section, a__ comes from the interference 
between the two transverse polarization components, o— comes from the in
terference between the transverse and longitudinal components. 

These four terms are functious of q 2 , u> - E', p', y ; y is the 
angle between q and p' the momentum of the emitted proton. 

a is the angle between the electron scattering plane, and the 
plane containing the emitted proton end recoil momenta, P* and P_. 

The goal of a coincidence experiment is to measure these four 
structure functions. 

The cross section for the scattering of an electron by a 
moving proton is given by : 

d«a « r P. ± . P . r , . , . i 1 / 2 

f [o{+ e o£**e*cos2a o\L+ [e(e + 1)] cosa J* ] (3) 
dE* dBe» dT , dO , * W ^ 

p' P' 
In the framework of PWIA the coincidence cross section factorizes 

o_ a. a__ o__ 
P P P P 

°T °L ^TT ffTL 
but this is not generally the case on account of final state interactions 
and many body processes (exchange currents for example). 

When we consider a defined final state, the structure functions 
depend only on three variables, q 2, w, y for instance. 

o„. is proportional to sin y 

°TT ** P r ° P ° r t i o n a l C o *in2y 
If we detect the hadron in the direction of the momentum transfer 

°TL " aTT " ° a Q d t h t c r o , i «ction is equal to 
r[«I(qJ,»,P,.0) +eoL(q2

i,u),p',0)] (4) 

In an inclusive experiment, we integrate on the emitted proton 
variables, the interference terms vanish and the cross section depends only 
on two structure functions : 

d?0 
dE f dQ t 

- - r [ S t (qj, u) + e S L (qj, to)] (5) 

which depend only on two slectroc variables, q 2 and u>. 
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very often this functions are replaced by : 

dE'dQe'dT „dQ , P P 
Mott 

2. DEUTERIUM e'e'p EXPERIMENT 5) 

2 q 

300 350 «00 150 SDO 
|iv|(M*/c) 

300 350 MO «50 500 

Fig. 1 d(ee'p)n ArenhSvel calculations 
Raid Soft Core potential RSC 

• — — 3orn Approximation : BA 
-•-•-• BA + final state Interaction : N 
—••— » + lsobarlc current (IC) 

N + IC • MEC (Meson Exchange) 

Fig. 2 ArenWvel full calculations 
— — RSC potential 
— — Paris potential 

4) A previous experiment ' was 
performed to measure the proton 

momentum distribution in deuterium until 300 MeV/c. In this region we are 
essentially sensitive to the s-state of the deuterium wave function. To be 
sensitive to the d state we must go beyond 300 MeV/c . Unfortunately with 
the present energy of the electron accelerator we must do the measurement 
beyond the quaslelastlc peak, where final state interaction and exchange 
currents effects arc important compared to the one body process ' which is 
proportional to the square of the wave function (Fig. 1). The chosen kine
matics was : 
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E • 560 MeV w - 200 MeV 
9e'« 25.0* 45 # < 9 , < 131" 

P 
We can see the experimental results on Fig. 2 and the theoretical 

calculations of Arenhbvel for the Paris and Reid Soft Core (RSC) poten
tials. These calculations include scattering by the neutron, final state 
Interaction, exchange current (mesonic and isobaric) ; the agreement is 
fairly good with the experiment but it is not possible to discriminate be
tween the two potentials ; Ve can remark that the amount of d state for 
these potentials are not very different. In the Bonn potential the amount of 
d state is smaller ; the calculation with this potential is in progress by 
the group of ArenhBvel . A preliminary calculation (incomplete treatment of 
the final state interaction) by J.M. Laget ' gives a difference of 30 Z at 
450 MeV/c between the Reid Soft-Core and the Bonn (HMR) potential. If this 
difference remains in the final calculation, the experiment could discri
minate between the two predictions. 

3. 'Hefse'p) EXPERIMENT 3 8 ) 

In this case also the moaentum distribution has been studied pre-
viously until 300 MeV/c . The kinematics of the present experiment is very 
similar to the previous one : 

E - 560 MeV u - 200 MeV 
9 ,- 25.0° 45' < 6 , < 142* 
• P 

This covers the recoil region between 320 and 600 MeV/c. 
We present here preliminary results without radiative corrections 

and we concentrate the discussion on some features which occur in the three-
body break-up channel. 

For the high recoil values studied here we expect that the one-
body processes are depressed relatively to the many body effects. The chosen 
kinematics correspond to the dip region where exchange currents contri
butions are important as observed in the inclusive experiment * ; con
tribution of correlated neutron proton pairs was observed in 3He(ee'd)p 
reaction . 

Fig. 3 shows the missing energy spectra corresponding to three 
different proton angles (i.e. three different regions of recoil ; on the 
picture the recoil values correspond to the two-body break-up.) 
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Fig. 3 'He(ee'p). Missing energy spectra 
for three different proton scattering 
angles• 

We can see for each proton 
angle a large bump in the con
tinuum region. The maximum of 
the bump is very close to the 
position of the peak corres
ponding to an ee'p reaction on 
a proton neutron pair, the 
remaining proton being spec
tator ; the missing energy is 
calculated relatively to the 
3 He mass ; the ferai motion of 
the pair relatively to the 
spectator proton is responsible 
of the width of the bump. The 
solid curve is a calculatior by 
J.M. Laget taking into accoi t 
meson exchange and rescattering 
as explained in ref. 10) 

The agreement with the ex
periment is quite good except 
for the highest missing ener
gies. 

4. NUCLEAR MEDIUM EFFECT ON THE ELECTRON-NUCLEON INTERACTION 

(A) In quasi-elastic kinematics (near the top of the quasi e last ic 
peak) the dominant process i s the single nucléon knock-out. Previous in-
elusive cross section measurements ' were used to determine the ferai 
momentum and average binding energy of several nuclei. Recently the 
separation between the transverse and longitudinal response func
tions * ) allowed us to have a better understanding of the process 
because we can disentangle the contributions coming from exchange currents 
and real pion production which are present only in the transverse part and 
which are not negligible. In Fig. 4 we can see the result obtained in an 
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Fig. 4 **°Ca : Longitudinal and Trans
verse response functions 

•••• Mean field calculations -
J.M. Laget 
Mean field + MEC + pion production 
J.M. Laget. 

— • — 0-u model calculations - G .Do Dang 
and N.V. Giai. 

to an unit point charge / 
RL(q,u)dw 

inclusive electron 
16,17) 

scattering 

measurement 

q - SSO MeV 

on 
«•0 Ca at 

; this 

transfer is > 2k_ am 

expect Pauli blocking 

momentum 

we don't 

; we ob

serve that the transverse res

ponse is well explained by a 

mean field approximation plus 

meson exchange and real pion 

contributions, but that ~ 40 Z 

of the strength is missing^in 

the longitudinal part (the* cal-

culation by J.M. Laget is more 

accurate than the one presented 

in ref* ) because higher order 

term in q2/M2 were taken into 

account in the non relacivistic 

expansion of the full rela-

tivistic operator). We will 

discuss the Do Dang and Giai 

calculations later. 

Several nuclei were studied 
9,14,16,17) a n d t h e r e s u l t s c a n 

be summarized if we plot the 

longitudinal sum rule normalized 

for different nuclei (Fig. 5). 

At high q the longitudinal response function don't depend only on 

Fl but also on the Darwin-Foldy term. If one uses the Sachs form factor G_ 

instead of Fl a large part of this term is taken into account but it remains 
18 

some additional correction which can be included as proposed by De Forest ) 

by using G_ • 
q? 1 / 2 / q 2 1/2 

(1 + -JL) / ( i + -IL.) instead of G, 
4M2 / 2M2 E-

We expect to find 1 for high q. We observe that the sum rule is 

filled for light nuclei as 3Ht but that there is a lack of strength which 

Increase with A and which reach ~ 40 % for A - 40-50 ; the experimental sum 
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Fig. S Longitudinal sum rule normalized to point unit charge. T. De Forest 
calculation l 8'. 

rule is not integrated until u * • ; If we assume by analogy with the deu-
terium case a dependence in u with n - 3 ± 1 for the tail of the 
quasi-elastic peak, ve expect to loose a maximum of 10 «•» 15 X of the 
strength relatively to the measured one ; so ve remain with a lack of 
strength of the order of 30-35 Z for medium mass nuclei. Can short-range 
correlations 19,20) explain this discrepancy ? 

300 400 500 
q (MiV/c) 

Fig. 6 < f 0Ca : Longitudinal sum rule. 
C. Orlandlni and M. Train! cal
culations 

— — Pure harmonic oscillator wave 
function (HO) 

— — HO + Tensor force + short range 
correlations. 

Calculations has been done 
21 22) by the Trento group ; ' 

harmonic-oscillator (H.O) wave 
functions were used and ve can 
see on Fig. 6 the effect of short 
range correlation on the longi
tudinal sum rule ; the effect is 
relatively small and disappears 
for q > 500 MeV/c. 

Some attempts has been done 
to go beyond mean-field calcul
ations and to introduce effects 
of particle-hole excitations. The 
first calculations were done in 
nuclear matter taking lp-lh and 
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Fig. 7 M. Cavinato et al., Longitudinal 
response function for 12C(ee') reaction 

Bartree Fock calculations (HF) 
HF + RPA calculations 

7 a) q - 300 MeV/c 
7 b) q » 550 MeV/c. 

2p-2h excitations into account in RPA 
235 approximation . There is a calcul' 

ation in finite nuclei applied to 1 2 C 
with a Skyrae force considering lp-lh 

24) excitation in RPA approximation ' ; 
we can see on Fig. 7 a) the results 

at q - 300 MeV/c. The effect of lp-lh excitations is important specially in 
the longitudinal part and improves the agreement with the experiment but 
this effect decreases when we increase the momentum transfer (Fig. 7b) ; the 
same trend is observed in calculations including excitations with a finite 

25) range force la Tamm-Dancoff approximation ; in any case, at high 
momentum transfer the longitudinal sum rule is not affected by these effects 
and the observed discrepancy remains. 

Calculations on l 2 C and J*°Ca were also performed by Stroth et 
26) al. in RPA approximation using a Gogny force (finite range) ;the shape 

of the response functions is modified but here also the sum rule is not 
changed. 

Some years ago relatlvistic models were applied to the study of 
28) ground state properties of the nucleus and to proton nucleus scattering; 

29 for a review see ref. ). Recently, these models were used to interpret 
30-32) quasi elastic electron scattering . In the <J-w model, the exchange of 

the scalar meson a produces an attractive potential V • - 420 MeV and the 
exchange of the vector meson u> a repulsive potential V * + 330 MeV. In 
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these aodels the properties of the nucléon is strongly affected by the nu
clear aediua in particular the nucléon aass is replaced by an effective aass 
M* « M + V . This effective aass appears in a different way in the longitu-

8 
dinal and in the transverse part of the electroaagnetic current. The trans
verse coaponent part is increase and the longitudinal coaponent is little 
affected. De Forest has computed the total cross section for a Feral gas 
aodel and the o-w aodel produces only a saall difference. Kurasawa and 
Suzuki have used for an infinite systea the free Ferai gas and the Hartree 
approximation. The shape of the longitudinal response function is strongly 
changed by the introduction of a-w aodel but not the sua rule ; on the con
trary the introduction of RPA correlations reduces the sua rule ~ 20 Z be
tween 330 and 550 MeV/c. This reduction is due to the ground state correlat
ions induced by the strong repulsive p-h interaction through the vector 
meson exchange (Fig. 8). Do Dang et al. 30) have done the calculations for 

12 

^ 3 + SACLAY Exp, 
4 BATES Exp. 

100 200 300 400 500 600 
q JMeV/c) 

Fig. 8 **°Ca longitudinal sua rule j\du 
- Orlandiai and Tralni 

— — Kurasawa and Suzuki. 
•••• Do Dang and Glai 

finite nuclei ; in this case M* depend on r ; this gives a non local term in 
the Haailtonian which produces an attenuation of the scattering wave inside 
the nucleus ; this combined with the effect on the operator leads to an 
Important attenuation on the longitudinal part and a small effect on the 
transverse part. The fit with the experiment is improved as it can be seen 
on Figs. 5 and 8. The same of kind of fit is obtained on t f 0Ca at 410 MeV/c 
and also on l 2 C , **8Ca, 5 6 F e . The parameters used for the c-w aodels were 
taken from proton nucleus scattering experiments ; but these authors used 
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FERMI-GAS MODEL 
LONGrmOINAL RESPONSE FUNCTION 

4 0Co 
q «550MeV/c 

Out 50 100 150 200 250 300 
«(MeV) 

Fig. 9 **°Ca longitudinal response function. 
Shakin et al. calculation. 

••••• Without aediua effect 
with aediua effect 

the dipole fit for Fl in
stead of G ; so they un
derestimate R. by ~ 20 Z at 
q - 550 MeV/C. 

Another approach was 
proposed some years ago by 
J. Noble ; he conjec
tured a change of the nuc
léon radius inside the 

34) nucleus ; Shakin et al. 
using quark aodels gave 
predictions for the modi
fications of the electric 
and magnetic nucléon form 
factors in the nuclear 

aediua. They have computed the response function for quasi-elastic electron 
scattering ; Fig.9 shows the comparison of fL with experiment ; the agree-
aent is good ; unfortunately the calculated transverse part is too low ; 
but contribution of exchange currents and pion production , which are not 
taken into account, are not important enough to reaove the discrepancy ; on 
the other hand final state interaction is not calculated with enough accu
racy in this model and it is prematurate to draw conclusions. 

(B) Coincidence experiment 

To get a deeper understanding of 
the problem we have done a coincidence expe
riment > t 0Ca (ee'p) in a parallel kinematics 
(Y • 0). We have aeasured for the same values 
of q,u,p' the coincidence cross section at 
two different electron scattering angle (i.e. 
two different e values) ; from these measure
ments we can get c- and a. using eq. (4). To 

9 D 
compare o_ and a. to <j_ and a., we have to 
take proton final state interaction into 

36) account . We can see on f ig . 10 that the 

DISTORTION EFFECTS 
(BOFFI I al ) 

f\ PWIA 
; ; •, ; -. 

300 
P» (MiV/c) 

Fig. 10 l f 0Ca distortion 
effects calculated by 3offi 
et a l . (36) 
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correction is important for o_ and o separately but relatively small for 
the ratio <* /c_ *o* IfO states (there is no correction for this ratio for 
s-state). 

The separation measurement has been perforaed for missing energies 
0"•< E < 50 and for recoil noaenta 20 < F < 170 MeV/c. For a recoil aomen-

n 
tun around 120 MeV/c (near the naxitsum of the noaenta distributions of the p 
and d states) we have measured several momentum transfers 330, 450, 560, 670 
with separations and 825 MeV/c without separations. 

If we evaluate o\/oT for the kineaatical conditions : ta • 140 MeV, 
P. - 120 MeV/c, q « 560 MeV, q2 » 7.5 fa"*2 the value for the free proton is 

v 37} 
equal to 1.53 and the value with off-shell effects ' 1.42. 

We observe an attenuation ~ 30-40 X for o_ /o_ compared to the free 
proton. We can also compare to the value obtained from Che inclusive expe
riment ' . We get for the some q,u> values : 

— - 0.75 ± 0.08 
ffT 

M 
if we assume a. * 0 and 

P P 
°T Z GE >P 

P P 
We get o./o- - 1.10 x 0.12 from the inclusive measurement. Within 

the present state of the coincidence experiment analysis the values ob
tained from the inclusive and coincidence experiments are compatible. 
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